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The asymptotic behavior of the Haar measure of U” = U . U ... U, where 
U is a compact neighborhood of the identity in a separable, connected locally 
compact group, is considered. It is shown that for a given group G, the measure 
of U” grows at most polynomially for all U C G, or at least exponentially for all 
U C G. The groups having polynomial growth are characterized in terms of 
uniformly discrete free subsemigroups and in terms of the eigenvalues of 
elements occurring in the adjoint group of an approximating Lie group. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this discussion, G will denote a separable, connected 
locally compact group. We assume a fixed left Haar measure, and 
for a measurable subset A of G we let j A IG denote the measure 
of A. The asymptotic behavior of 1 Un jG , where U is a compact 
neighborhood of the identity, has been investigated by a number of 
authors, and has applications in a variety of areas. Its relationship 
to amenability has been discussed by Adel’son-Vel’skii and &-eider 
[l] and Emerson and Greenleaf [5]. Its influence on symmetry of 
the group algebra has been studied by Hulanicki [S, 91 and Jenkins 
[lo]. Also, Milnor [12] and Wolf [15] have investigated the growth 
of 1 A” IS , where A is a finite set of generators of a discrete solvable 
group S, in relation to the fundamental group of a Riemannian 
manifold with negative curvature. 
In this paper we show that for a fixed G, 1 P Ic grows at most 
polynomially for each U or at least exponentially for each U, where 
* This research was partially supported by NSF grants GP-28925 and GP-7952X3. 
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U is a compact neighborhood of the identity. The connected groups 
for which the latter condition obtains are characterized as containing 
a uniformly discrete free semigroup on two generators. This class of 
groups is also characterized as those groups having an approximating 
Lie group, G/K such that some element of Ad G/K has an eigenvalue 
of absolute value different from one. 
The author wishes to express thanks to R. Howe for many helpful 
discussions related to this work. 
THE CHARACTERIZATION 
Recall that G will always denote a separable, connected, locally 
compact group. e will denote the identity of G and we let % be the 
set of compact neighborhoods of e in G. For any subset A of G and 
any positive integer n 
DEFINITION 1.1. G has polynomial growth if there is a polynomial p 
such that for each U E % there is a constant C(U) so that 
1 Un IG < C(U)p@) (n = 1, 2,...). 
G has exponential growth if for each U E %! there is a t > 1 such that 
I U” IG >, t” (n = 1, 2,...). 
Remark. Since G is connected, given U, V E 92 there exist positive 
integers k and I such that UC P and V C Uz. Hence, if 1 Un lG < p(n), 
YZ > 1, for some polynomialp then 1 V” IG < 1 U1” jG < p(Zn) < Cp(n), 
n > 1. Similarly, suppose 1 Un lG 3 P, n > 1, for some t > 1. Let 
K, be the greatest integer <n/k. Then 1 P lG > 1 Vkak jG 3 / Ukn 1 > 
tk* > (t1/2k)n for n sufficiently large. Thus there is an s > 1 such 
that ] V” jG > sn for n > 1. Therefore, the polynomial or exponential 
growth of G is determined by the behavior of / Un jc for any one 
UE4?/. 
We remark also that if U E % then there exist {ui , u2 ,..., u,} C U2 
such that lJ2 C uy=, uiU. It follows that 
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Hence / U” lo ,< p” 1 U lo . Therefore, 1 U” IG grows at most expo- 
nentially. 
For a, b E G let [a, b] denote the subsemigroup of G generated by 
a and b, i.e., 
[a, bl = 6% ... x, 1 xi E {a, b}, 1 < i ,< n, n = 1, 2 ,... >. 
[a, b] is said to be free if a[a, b] n b[a, b] = 4. A subset 5’ of G is 
uniformly discrete if there is a U E % such that SU r\ tU = 4 for 
s, t E s, s # t. 
DEFINITION 1.2. G is type F if there exist a, b E G such that 
[a, b] is free and uniformly discrete. 
Let H be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra h, and let 
h -+ adH h be the canonical adjoint representation of H on b (see 
Helgason [6]). H is said to be type R if the eigenvalues of adH h are 
of absolute value one for each h E H. 
Since G is connected, there exist an arbitrarily small compact normal 
subgroup K of G such that G/K is a Lie group (see Montgomery 
and Zippin [13]). 
DEFINITION 1.3. G is type R if there exist a compact normal 
subgroup K such that G/K is a type R Lie group. 
The following proposition gives an alternate definition of type R. 
PROPOSITION 1.3’. A connected Lie group H is type R ;f and only ;f 
ad X has imaginary eigenvalues for each X in the Lie algebra of H 
(ad denotes the adjoint representation of Ij on 4). 
Proof. Since ad exp X = exp ad X, the condition is obviously 
necessary. To prove the converse we begin by showing that 
H = exp(h)N, where N is the nil-radical of S, S being the solv- 
radical of H. 
Let 5, n and f be the respective Lie algebras of S, iV and K, where 
K = H/N. Since S/N is abelian and H/S is semisimple, f contains an 
abelian ideal fr and a semisimple subalgebra fz such that f = f, + f, . 
Any derivation off maps 5 into n, thus f, is also an ideal off. Therefore 
K is the direct product of an abelian subgroup ICI and a semisimple 
subgroup K2 . 
Now fz N I/s, and since cr(ad X) _C iR for each X E f, a(ad X) C iR 
for each XYE i, (here o(T) denotes the eigenvalues of T). Thus, 
since K, is semisimple, K, is compact and hence Kz = exp(f,). Also, 
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Kr = exp(f,) and therefore K = exp(f). It follows, since K = H/N, 
that H = exp(lj)N. 
Let n, = n and ui = [n, ni-i], i 3 2. Since n is nilpotent, ni = {0} 
for i sufficiently large and for each n E N, X E ni , ad nX - X E n(+, . 
Hence, if ad, n is the map defined by ad n on tti/ni+, , adi n is the 
identity. Moreover, since ad exp Y is an automorphism of Ij for 
each Y E h, ad exp Y: ni + ni . Thus ad exp Y defines a linear 
mapping adi exp Y on tt&+r . Furthermore, 
o(ad(exp Yn)l,) = u o(ad, exp Y adi n) 
= u a(ad, exp Y) 
C exp(iR), 
for each YE~, HEN. 
Now the mapping defined by ad(exp Yn) on h/n, ad’(exp Yn), 
coincides with that defined by ad exp Y, and thus a(ad’(exp Yn)) = 
u(ad’ exp Y) C exp(iR). Therefore, since 
u(ad(exp Yn)) C u(ad’(exp Y,)) u u(ad(exp Yn)l,), 
o(ad h) C exp(iR) for each h E H. 
We can now state the principle result of this paper. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G has polynomial growth; 
(ii) G is not type F; 
(iii) G is type R. 
The proof of Theorem 1.4 will be given by a sequence of proposi- 
tions. We begin with 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If G has polynomial growth then G is not type F. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let [a, a] be a uniformly discrete, 
free semigroup in G. Let V E ‘3 be given, and choose U E Q so that 
SU n t U = + if s, t E [a, b], s # t. There exist a positive integer k 
such that aU u bU C P. Now if c(n) denotes the number of elements 
in [a, b] of length <n then, since [a, b] is free, c(n) = 2”. Therefore, 
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Hence 
lim supn(( V” lG)lln > 1, 
which contradicts the assumption that G has polynomial growth. 
Q.E.D. 
For each 0 = 8, + i8,, 8,) 0, E R, 8i # 0 we define a real Lie 
algebra gs as follows: if 8, = 0, ge is the nonabelian Lie algebra of 
dimension 2, i.e., ge has a basis Xi , X, such that [X, , X,] = SX, ; 
if e2 # 0, gs has a basis Xi , i = 1, 2, 3 with the bracket operation 
defined by 
[Xl > &I = 4x2 + %-& , 
[Xl I &I = 4x, - k&2, 
[X2 ,X3] = 0. 
For any Lie algebra g, let X -+ ad X denote the canonical adjoint 
representation of g on g (see Helgason [6]). If T is a linear operator 
on a finite dimensional space we let o(T) denote the eigenvalues of T. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let g be a real Lie algebra and suppose that for some 
X E g, u(ad X) $ iR. Then g contains a subalgebra isomorphic to ge 
for some e. 
Proof. If ad X has a real, nonzero eigenvalue B then for some 
YE g, [X, Y] = BY. Hence, the linear span of X and Y is a non- 
abelian subalgebra of g isomorphic to ge . 
Suppose that a(ad X) n R C {0} for each XE g and that 
0, - ie, E a(ad X,) where 8, # 0 # 0, . Extending ad X, to gc , the 
complexification of g, we obtain X, , X, E g such that 
[Xl , X2 + i-&l = (4 - i&)(X, + i&>. 
It follows that 
[xl , X,I = 44 + 4X,, 
[xl , -4 = 4x, - 4x,. 
Using these relations and the Jacobi identity we have 
[xl, [x2, 41 = 24[x,, Xd. 
Since o(ad X,) n R = (O} and 0, # 0, [Xs , Xs] = 0. Therefore, the 
linear span of X, , X, , Xa is isomorphic to ge . Q.E.D. 
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For 0 = 8, + i8, , 8, , 8, E R, 0, # 0 we define the group GB as 
follows: If 8, = 0, GB is the subgroup of GL(2, R) consisting of all 
matrices of the form 
est s 
( i 0 I (s, PER); 
if 0s # 0, GB is the subgroup of GL(2, C) consisting of all matrices 
of the form 
est x 
( 1 0 1 
(PER, ZEC). 
One can easily see that GB is connected, simply connected and that 
the Lie algebra of GB is ge . 
LEMMA 1.7. There exist a, b E GO such that [a, b] is free and 
uniformly discrete. 
Proof. Since 8 $ iR we can choose t, E R such that 1 eel0 1 < l/3. 
We set 
(et, 9,) = (*,” 7) 
for t E R and ‘p in either R or C depending on 0. Let a = (et0 , 1) 
and b = (et, , -1). If sirz{a,b) for 1 <i <p and s = (et,,) = 
SISZ **a sp ) then t = pt, and 
p, = fl f e%l f e2wl * . . . * e(“-l)%, 
Therefore, if (et, 9’) E a[a, b], there exist a positive integer n such 
that t = nt, and 
v = 1 f eeto f ,.. * e(--l)eb, 
while if (Ot, 9’) E b[a, b], there is a positive integer m such that 
t = mt, and 
9 = _ 1 * eetO f . . . i e(-l)etoa 
Hence, if (et, 9) E a[a, b], 
v~b(b--l <l/2) 
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and if (et, 9) E b[a, b], 
p E {z 1 1 z - 1 ( < l/2}. 
Therefore, [a, b] is free. 
Let 
w = {(k 9) 1 I et I d 1, l9J I G 11. 
W is a compact neighborhood of the identity in GO and one can 
easily see that if s E a[a, b] and t E b[a, 61, then 
and 
sWCRx{zIlz-1)<1/2} 
tWCR x {zj lz+ 11 < l/2}. 
It thus follows, by canceling like factors on the left, that for S, t E [a, b], 
sft, sWntW=+. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.8. If GO is an analytic subgroup of a connected Lie group 
H then GO is a topological subgroup of H. 
Proof. It suffices to show that GO is closed in H, since GO is 
connected. To show that GO is closed, it suffices to show that if 
t --f g(t) is a one-parameter subgroup of GO then the closure of g(R) 
(in H) is contained in GO (cf. Hochschild [7]). Suppose that 
g(t,) -+ h E H. If h $g(R) then, since {g(t) ) 1 t ) < M) is closed in H 
for each M, t, -+ co. 
With respect to the canonical basis, 
1 0 0 
a&, ( 
et0 v1 + iv2 0 1 vzez - vlel et* 0 ! , 
44 + d4 0 et8 
if B # R, while if 8 E R we have 
From these equations one can see that if t, + co, adG,g(t,) --f 00 in 
GL(g,), and hence that also adHg(t,) -+ CO in GL&). But if g(t,) -+ h 
then adHg(t,) + adH h, and thus, g(R) is closed in H. Q.E.D. 
Making use of these lemmas we are now ready to prove that 
(ii) Z- (iii) in the statement of Theorem 1.4. More explicitly, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.9. If G is not type F then G is type R. 
$30/12/I-S 
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Proof. Suppose G is not type I?, and that K be a compact normal 
subgroup of G such that H = G/K is a Lie group. There exist an 
element of ad, H with an eigenvalue different from one in absolute 
value. By Proposition 1.3’; if b is the Lie algebra of H, there is an 
X c lj such that a(ad X) C iR. Hence, by Lemma 1.6, h contains a 
subalgebra isomorphic to gs for some 6 $ iR. Let HO be the (connected) 
analytic subgroup of H corresponding to gs . Then GO and H,, are 
locally isomorphic and hence, since GO is simply connected, GO is 
the universal covering group of H,, . But Z(GB) = {e}; hence GB N H,, 
(as Lie groups). Now applying Lemma 1.8, we see that G, is a 
topological subgroup of H. 
In [l I] it is shown that if H, is topological subgroup of Hz and HI 
is not type F then H2 is not type F and that, if r is a continuous 
homomorphism of H,, onto HI and if H, is not type F then HO is 
not type F. (These results are easily verified.) Applying these results 
to our present situation we conclude first that H is not type F, and 
from this that G is not type F. Q.E.D. 
The proof that (iii) * (i) in the statement of Theorem 1.4 will 
require the following 
LEMMA 1.10. Let T be an n x n matrix with real coeficients and 
with o(T) C iR. There exists a polynomial p of degree <n such that 
II exp(tT)II G $40 (t E R). 
Proof. Consider T to be a linear mapping on C”, and let S and N 
denote, respectively, the semisimple and nilpotent parts of T. Then 
SN = NS, o(S) = u(T), and Nn = 0. Choosing an appropriate 
basis for 0, S will have a diagonal matrix representation with 
coefficients in iR. Hence, the coefficients of exp(tS) will be bounded 
by one in absolute value, and hence [/ exp(tS)ll < c for some constant c 
and all t E R. 
Now, 
exp(tT) = exp(tS + tIV) 
= exp(kS) exp(tN) 
= exp(tS) f J- tiNi 
i-0 i! 
Hence, 
Q.E.D 
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The general case that (iii) 3 (i) in the statement of Theorem 1.4 
will be deduced from 
LEMMA 1.11. Let H be a connected, simply connected, type R 
solvable Lie group. There exists a polynomial rH such that for each 
U E @‘, there is a C(U) such that 
1 U” IH < C(U) Y&l) (n = 1,2,...). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of H. If 
dim H = 1 then H = R and r&n) = n satisfies the lemma. 
Assume that d + 1 = dim H 3 2. There exist one-parameter 
subgroups h,(t),..., hd+l(t) of H such that each h E H can be written 
uniquely ash = h,(t,) +** hd+l(td+l), (tl ,..., td+l) E Rd+l (we abbreviate 
this by writing H = h,(t,) *.* hdfl(td+J) and such that if Hj = 
Wi) .a. hd+l(td+l), 1 < j < d + 1, then Hi is a normal subgroup 
of Hj+l . In particular, Hd is a normal subgroup of H. Furthermore, 
note that Hd is connected, simply connected, and solvable. 
Let rHa be the polynomial satisfying the conditions of the lemma 
for Hd . Since Hd is a normal subgroup of H, adH h,(t) has lj, , the 
Lie algebra of Hd , for an invariant subspace for each t E R. Choose 
X E Ij, the Lie algebra of H, such that exp(tX) = h,(t) for all t E R. 
Then, exp(ad tX) = ad h,(t). Since a(adH h,(t)) C {z ( 1 x [ = l), 
a(ad tX) C iR. We now apply Lemma 1.10 to the restriction of 
ad X to lj, . There exists a polynomial p, of degree <d such that 
II 4MO)l~d II ,< A&) (t E R). 
Let W = (YE Qd 111 Y jj < l}, let I’ = exp IV, and set U, = 
(h,(t)V 1 j t [ < 11. Then 
uLl* = Mt1) Wk!)~ *** hl(&)V ) 1 ti 1 < 1, 1 < i < n} 
= (h,(t, + *.* + t,)[h,(-t, - *a* - tn) Vh& + .a. + t,J] 
-a* M--t,) Q(tn>l 1 I ti I < 1, 1 < i < fi) 
= &(h + .a- + t,J exp(ad h,(t, + **a + t,J W) 
. ..exp(adh.(t,)W)IItiI <l, 1 ,<i,<n) 
C Mt) exp(Pd(n - 1F7 a** expMl)W 1 I t I d 4 
= {h,(t) PJn)+-+~J(l) 1 1 t ( < n}. 
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1 u," In "' n / pd(n-l)+.~.+%(l) IHd 
G %d(p,(n - 1) + ..* +p,(l)) 
G nrH,(@h)). 
Therefore, if we set rfl(t) = trH,(2Pd(t)) for t E R, then YH is a 
polynomial and 
I ucln IH G YHW (n = 1, 2,...). 
Now, if U E %, there is a positive integer k such that UC Uak. 
Hence, 
I un IH < I UP IH < c&J d C(U) YH(4 
for each n = 1, 2 ,..., and some C(U). Q.E.D. 
Remark. An upper bound for the degree of rH can be obtained 
by using the recursive definition 
YHj,,W = tyHj(tm) 
and the facts that yHl(t) = t and that the degree of pi < j. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 by proving 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If G is type R then G has polynomial growth. 
Proof. Let K be a compact, normal subgroup of G such that 
H = G/K is a type R Lie group. Let S be the solv-radical of H, 
and let S, = H/S. Then S, is semisimple, connected and type R, 
and hence, ads, S, is compact. Since ads1 S, is compact, Z(S,) if 
finite, and hence S, is compact. 
Hulanicki [8] has shown that if a separable, locally compact group 
Hl has a normal subgroup Ha such that HJH2 is compact then for 
any compact neighborhood A of e in Hl , there is a compact neigh- 
borhood A, of e in H, such that / An IH1 < / AOn jH, for n = 1, 2,... . 
Therefore, we need only show that S has polynomial growth in 
order to conclude that H has polynomial growth. 
If S is simply connected, we are through by Lemma 1 .ll, so 
assume not and let (S, n) be the universal covering group of S. 
Let V be a compact neighborhood of e in S. Since r-l(e) is discrete, 
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for suitably normalized Haar measures. Hence it follows that S has 
polynomial growth, since this is true for S, and so also H. 
To complete the proof, select Haar measures for K, H, and G so 
that [ K jK = 1 and 
for each f E Z’(G). Th en for any measurable A C G, 
where p is the canonical map of G onto H. Thus, if U is a compact 
neighborhood of e in G, 
Since H has polynomial growth, the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARIES AND COMMENTS 
In this section we discuss some corollaries of Theorem 1.4. We 
begin with 
COROLLARY 2.1. (i) Either G has polynomial growth or G has 
exponential growth. 
(ii) If G is a Lie group with polynomial growth, then G is the 
compact extension of a solvable Lie group S and ads S is an analytic 
subgroup of a compact extension of a nilpotent group. 
(iii) If G is simply connected, solvable, type I, and has polynomial 
growth, then G is a closed subgroup of a compact extension of a nilpotent 
group. 
Proof. (i) is implicit in the proof of Proposition 1.5. 
For (ii) observe that if S is the solv-radical of G then G/S is 
compact, as in the proof of Proposition 1.12. Now, by an appropriate 
choice of a basis for the complexification of the Lie algebra of S, 
ads S is an analytic subgroup of the group of upper-triangular 
matrices, T(n), in GL(n, C), for n sufficiently large. Since S is type R, 
ads S is contained in the subgroup of T(n) consisting of matrices 
whose diagonal entries have absolute value one. 
For (iii) note that if G is simply connected and solvable, then 
G is a closed subgroup of its semisimple splitting, which is a compact 
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extension of a nilpotent group if, in addition, G is type I (cf. Auslander 
and Moore [3]). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Milnor [12] and Wolf [ 151 have shown that if H is a 
discrete solvable group with a finite set of generators A = A-l then 
(i) j A” IH has either polynomial or exponential growth, and (ii) 
1 A” jH has polynomial growth if and only if H has a nilpotent subgroup 
of finite index. Tits [14] has shown that a finitely generated linear 
group has a solvable group of finite index or contains a free nonabelian 
subgroup. Hence, if A is a finite set of generators of a linear group H 
then / A” jH has exponential growth or H contains a nilpotent subgroup 
of finite index. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume G satisJLies equivalent conditions of Theo- 
rem 1.4 and let U = U-l E %. There is a M,, > 0 and a sequence of 
positive integers { p,] such that 1 U2Pa jG < M, 1 Ups IG for q > 1 and 
such that 
lips 1 Pa,,+’ lG/] Unq j = 1 (k = 1, 2,...). 
Proof. Since G has polynomial growth, there is a positive integer d 
such that j Un lG < nd for n 3 1. Hence 
1 lJ2” I’,‘” < (py zzz 2d (?z = 1, 2,...). 
For M > l,let 
qu, M) = {n ) n >, 1, I uzn lo/\ U2”-l \G > M}, 
and enumerate L( U, M) by 
L(U,M) = {nl < 
Define 4(n) (= $( u, M, n)) by 
VW = W4 m=G 
Now, if n’ = nnbCnj ,
( US” (G >, (I U2”’ lG/l iIF’-- I& U2”‘-1 lG/l U2”‘-2 IG) 
“- (1 u2 lG/l u IG) 1 u IG * 
> Mnd(n) 
@ > 1). 
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Hence, 
Thus we have MOcn) < 2d for n 3 1 and hence, for M,, sufficiently 
large, lim, +( U, M,, , n) < l/3. Therefore, we can choose a sequence 
of positive integers (n,} such that nn - 1, np , n, + 1 belong to the 
complement of L( U, M,,). Let Iti, = (2nc-1 + I,..., 2n~). Since 
[ U2”r [c/l lJ2?qG = (I lJ2naIG/( U2na-11G) 
. . . (I p”Q-‘+l lc/l ~2fl”-‘~G) 
< % , 
we can choose a sequence ( p,> with p, E In, such that for any positive 
integer k 
We also have 
( U=q+k /G/l upa IG -+ 1. 
1 u24 [G < ( u2”p+’ IG 
< MO I U2”” IG 
< MO2 1 u2”a-’ IG 
< A!&” 1 lP IG . Q.E.D. 
Remark. Let U and {p,} b e as in Corollary 2.2 and set A, = Upa. 
Then 0 < 1 A, (o < GO; for each compact KC G, 
and 1 A,lA, IG 6 M, 1 A, 1~. Auslander and Brezin [3] have used 
such sequences {A,) in studying uniform distributions on solv- 
manifolds. They have shown that these sequences exist in connected, 
simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. 
For each U E %, define 
and 
T+(u) = hmnsup [ un+’ /o/l Un lo, 
T-(U) = limninf ] U*+l lc/j Un jc . 
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Emerson and Greenleaf [5] define a locally compact group H to be 
strong amenable if T+(U) = 1 for each compact neighborhood 
U = U-1 of e in H. One can easily see from the proof of Corollary 2.2 
that 
1 < F’(U) < li,m ) U” J1ln < T+(U). 
Hence we have 
COROLLARY 2.3. If G is strong amenable, then G satisJies the 
conditions of Theorem 1 A. 
Remark. The only known strong amenable groups are the compact 
or abelian groups (cf. [5]). However, Emerson and Greenleaf have 
conjectured that for any locally compact group 7+(U) = T-(U) for 
each U E %. Since T-(U) = 1 for each U E % if G is type R, validity 
of this conjecture would lead to the following characterization: 
G is strong amenable if and only if G satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1.4. 
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